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The success story that is BRINKHAUS, 

a company full of tradition, began in 

Warendorf in Germany back in 1847. 

A lot has happened since then. 

We now face new markets, new 

requirements and new challenges. 

And we have dealt with it all in a 

flexible and innovative way, without 

compromising on our tried and tested 

BRINKHAUS quality. 

BRINKHAUS products are made 

with the latest state-of-the-art 

manufacturing techniques and 

methods, entirely according to the 

customer’s wishes and requirements. 

We source high-class filling materials 

from all over the world and process 

them into quality products.

Today, in over 40 countries around 

the world, the long-established 

BRINKHAUS brand stands for 

outstanding sleeping comfort. 



INNOVATIVE SLEEPING CULTURE
The name BRINKHAUS is synonymous with sleeping 
solutions made to perfection. Highest quality, premium 
materials and the solid experience of a traditional company 
result in products that promise a unique sleep experience.

Our innovative mattresses and range of mattress protectors 
offer unparalleled restful comfort and convincing quality, 
with loving attention to detail.

However you prefer to sleep, BRINKHAUS is always the 
perfect choice for you. 

Try it for yourself, you are sure to be impressed!
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MATTRESSES

… an invitation to pure enjoyment. 

Lie back and relax during the day or wind down for a restful night’s sleep. 

Feeling completely at ease and in the knowledge that all is well. 

A perfectly designed system for a well-balanced, healthy sleep. 

We wish you a good night.
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Good decisions take time

Take the time to make your decision—and 
to have an in-depth consultation at a 
specialist store. 

Mattress firmness levels are not 

standardised

Do you prefer a firm or a soft mattress? 
What type of mattress are you currently 
using: pocket spring core, spring core, cold 
foam or latex? This is important information 
for your advisor to know, as mattresses 
come with various, non-standardised 
firmness levels. The following categories 
serve as a rough indicator:

Firmness level 1 = soft for people with a 
body weight of up to approx. 60 kg
Firmness level 2 = medium for people 
weighing up to approx. 80 kg
Firmness level 3 = firm for people with a 
body weight from approx. 80 kg
Firmness level 4 = extra firm for people 
with a body weight from approx. 100 kg 

Attention: This gives you a very rough idea 
but may not always be true for your specific 
physique.

What makes a good cold foam mattress?  

The density makes all the difference.

One quality criterion for cold foam 
mattresses is their density, which must be 
at least 40 kg/m³.

What makes a good spring core mattress?  

The number of springs is key.

The crucial features of spring core 
mattresses are the number and diameter of 
the individual springs. The smaller the 
diameter of the individual springs, the 
higher the point elasticity and cuddliness of 
the mattress. A high number of springs 
implies that each individual spring has a 
small diameter.

One mattress for two? Best avoided!

If you are thinking about buying a double 

TIPS  
FOR BUYING A MATTRESS

mattress, let your advisor know. In order to 
take the individual requirements of both 
bed partners into account, two single 
mattresses are more suitable for double 
beds. Feeling a bed partner’s every toss 
and turn on a double mattress can disturb a 
peaceful night’s sleep. 

Do you tend to sweat excessively? Do you 

suffer from a medical condition or an 

allergy to household dust?

Your advisor needs to know whether you 
are tend to sweat whilst sleeping, allergic to 
household dust, suffer from back pain, 
muscle tensions and cramps, or any 
medical condition such as rheumatism or 
osteoporosis. For people who sweat 
excessively when sleeping, a pocket spring 
core mattress is often the best choice due 
to the excellent air circulation inside the 
core of the mattress. However, the design 
of some foam mattresses now also allows a 
similarly intensive circulation of air, so that 
the mattress is well ventilated.

People who suffer from household dust 
allergies should consider a removable 
mattress cover which can be washed in 
temperatures of up to 60°C or higher. Special 
covers (encasements) that provide protection 
against dust mites are also available.

Don’t forget the bed base

Before talking to your advisor, have a look 
at your bed base. Your new mattress must 
be suitable for your bed base, so that both 
elements can work together as one to 
ensure optimum sleeping comfort. 

An old pillow with a new mattress?  

Try it out!

Always try out a new mattress with a pillow, 
or even better, with a neck support pillow—
and test the mattress lying on your back and 
on your side. Attention: If your shoulder 
sinks more deeply into your new mattress, 
you may also need to buy a new pillow to 
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TIPS  
FOR BUYING A MATTRESS

ensure optimum comfort when lying down.

Where should I take my old mattress? 

Many specialists will dispose of your old 
mattress for you, sometimes even free of 
charge—it’s always worth asking!

Beware of guarantees that are valid for 

more than 5 years: they can raise 

unrealistic expectations.

The lifespan of a mattress is between 7 and 
10 years. For reasons of hygiene, a new 
mattress should really be replaced after 5 to 
8 years. Therefore, guarantee periods that 
extend beyond 5 years should be treated 
with caution, as guarantees for 10 or  
15 years or more are making claims about 
the product that no mattress can live up to.

Carefully examine the seal of approval 

and quality 

Many seals of approval and quality for 
mattresses often use very different criteria to 
evaluate different characteristics.

You can find out about the origin, award 
and test methods for these seals of approval 
and quality from independent consumer 
bodies, such as the German consumer 
organisation, Stiftung Warentest, the 
German magazine, Ökotest, or German 
inspection bodies such as LGA and TÜV.

It is also advisable to ask for products that 
have been made in Germany or Western 
Europe. 

Value for money is important but your 

personal comfort needs should be the 

decisive factor.

Mattresses exist in a very wide variety of 
quality levels and price ranges and therefore 
their “performance class” also vary 
significantly. However, here too, good 
quality comes at a price. 

So not only should you weigh up your 
individual need for an excellent night’s sleep 

against your budget, but you should also 
think about the sense of well-being that your 
new mattress will give you by ensuring 
excellent sleeping comfort every day for 
many years to come.

Finding the right mattress—the proof of 

the pudding is in the... lying! 

When buying a new mattress, it is extremely 
important to find the right balance between 
softness and support to match your own 
individual physique and personal 
preferences. 

So it’s important to try out different 
mattresses at your leisure in store. Many 
specialist stores also offer the possibility of 
testing your chosen mattress for a few nights 
at home. You can always enquire about this.

The right lying position

A good mattress which ensures that you get 
plenty of rest and relaxation throughout the 
night adapts seamlessly to the contours of 
your body. It gently cradles your entire body 
while providing flexible support, especially 
for your spine and pelvic area. The 
progressive layering of the mattress is also 
important. This means that the sleeping 
surface of the mattress allows your body to 
sink in softly and easily. At the same time, 
your body should still be supported by the 
core base of the mattress so that it is very 
easy to turn over on the mattress when 
asleep. This benefits the body’s vital 
functions and promotes a healthy and restful 
sleep.



QUALITY AND COMFORT 

FEATURES

DENSITY: D
Quality features for foam mattresses

Density (abbreviated to D) is a quality criterion particular to foam 
materials. It is important for comfort foam, cold foam, memory 
foam, latex and gel foam mattresses. All foam materials are made 
up of specific amounts of air pockets or pores and of the gross mass 
of the material. Density reflects this ratio of material and air pockets 
in relation to a foam cube of 1 m³ in size. Density (D) is a type of 
key indicator which provides information about the durability or 
longevity of a mattress. The higher the density, the better the 
durability and quality of the foam used. Good foam mattresses 
have a density of at least 40 kg/m³.

BARREL POCKET SPRINGS
The number of spring elements indicates the level of 

quality and comfort of a barrel pocket spring core 

mattress

There is a wide range of spring mattresses with a variety of different 
quality levels such as straightforward spring cores, Bonnell spring 
cores or pocket springs. Some of the highest quality mattresses in 
this segment are those made with barrel pocket spring cores. 
Additional gradations that influence particular comfort properties 
are used within this high-grade product group of barrel pocket 
spring core mattresses. A good feature for assessing the quality of a 
barrel pocket spring core mattress is the number of spring elements 
contained in a standard size mattress of 90 x 200 cm. The more 
spring elements a barrel pocket spring core mattress contains, the 
better its ability to adapt to the shape of your body, and the higher 
its point elasticity and flexibility. This increases its comfort 
properties.

HEIGHT
Comfort feature for mattresses

The height or thickness of a mattress is an important criterion for 
the level of comfort and support that it offers. Good mattresses 
should have a height of at least 20 cm as they need to provide 
sufficient support and load-bearing capacity for an adult. Children 
can manage with lower mattress heights. Heights of 20 cm and 
above are also known as “comfort heights”. They are most suitable 
for increasing the overall height of the bed or the sleeping surface, 
and therefore for making it easier to get in and out of bed.

COVER WASHABILITY AND CARE
Comfort feature for mattresses

The same elements that make a mattress beneficial for a good night’s 
sleep can also be a drawback when it comes to washing and caring 
for the covers. Mattress covers are often designed as an additional 
comfort element in the sleep system and tend to have elaborate and 
voluminous padding. Yet from the point of view of hygiene, 
removable and washable covers are a must and it is essential that 
they can be washed at temperatures of up to 60°C. 
Mattress covers are fitted with a zip to make them easier to remove. 
Zips which can be opened on three sides make it much easier to 
remove the cover and to fit it back on again after washing. However, 
mattress covers with zips on all four sides offer other advantages. 
These covers can be separated so that the top and bottom of the 
cover can also be washed individually. Separated covers are often 
easier to fit inside the drum of a conventional washing machine. 
Mattress covers which cannot be separated are double the volume 
which means they cannot fit in a domestic washing machine and 
instead need to be taken to professional cleaners. This is why it is 
also important to consider how easy the mattress cover is to wash 
when buying a mattress.
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PICTOGRAMS
EXPLAINED IN BRIEF

Barrel pocket spring core – 1000
These barrel pocket spring core mattresses (TFFK) contain 1000 spring 
elements for a spring core size of 100 x 200 cm. These mattresses offer a 
very good level of comfort to support the body.

Barrel pocket spring core – 2000
These barrel pocket spring core mattresses (TFFK) contain 2000 spring 
elements for a spring core size of 100 x 200 cm. These mattresses offer an 
excellent level of comfort to support the body.

SLEEPING COMFORT

MATERIAL QUALITY

Density – D 40
The foam used has a density 
of 40 kg/m³ and represents 
good quality and durability.

Density – D 55
The foam used has a density 
of 55 kg/m³ and represents 
very good quality and 
durability.

Barrel pocket spring core – 500
These barrel pocket spring core mattresses (TTFK) contain 500 spring 
elements for a spring core size of 100 x 200 cm. These mattresses offer a 
good level of comfort to support the body.

CARE PROPERTIES
A mattress cover with a zip 
on all 4 sides that can be 
separated. This means that 
the top and bottom of the 
cover can be washed 
separately. 

The mattress cover is 
removable and hygienically 
washable up to 60 °C.

7-zone mattresses

The core of the mattress is divided into 7 lying zones which are adapted to 
the ergonomic requirements of the various parts of your body. Mattresses 
divided into different body zones ensure optimised pressure-relief and create 
the best conditions for body relaxation while you sleep. 

Comfort height
Mattresses with a height of 
at least 20 cm are known as 
“comfort mattresses” and 
offer the best pressure-
relief.

Dry sleeping climate
The core of the mattress 
ensures good ventilation 
and promotes a healthy and 
dry sleeping climate for a 
comfortable sleep. 

MADE IN GERMANY

Brinkhaus mattresses

Brinkhaus is a traditional German 

brand with a company history dating 

back to 1847, and still stands for 

reliable German premium quality 

today. 

Brinkhaus mattresses are made 

exclusively in our own manufacturing 

plants in Germany. 

Brinkhaus-brand mattresses are top 

quality, made in Germany.

11

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
4-sides

dry sleeping

Climate

D 55

TTFK 1000

TTFK 2000

D 40

TTFK 500

Height

22 cm



ROM KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

ROM KS



13ROM KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

The ROM KS is a high-quality 7-zone cold foam mattress. The 
surface of the point-elastic cold foam core features 3D cube cut 
technology. The shoulder area is gently recessed. It softly cradles 
your shoulder, ensuring excellent pressure-relief in this area. 
The pelvic area sinks gently into the channelled surface, receiving 
optimum support from the core base.

The traditional all-round mattress cover is fitted with looped 
handles, making it easier to turn the mattress.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus ROM KS mattresses are made exclusively in Germany 
and stand for premium brand quality.

 7-zone cold foam mattress 

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 looped handles make it easier to 
turn the mattress

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

ROM KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Recessed comfort zone for the shoulders

  Lets your shoulder sink in comfortably and 
relieves pressure when lying on your side

3D cube cut technology

  Pressure-relieving surface allows body to gently sink in

  Good support from the core base

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

ROM KS

      

Looped handles Removable coverTop of cover

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

THE  
COVER

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 



ROM KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

15ROM KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane,  

quilted with 400 g/m2 climate fibre

approx. 18 cm high cold foam core (D 40) with 7 lying zones in 3D 

cube cut technology with a special comfort zone for the shoulders

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 22 cm

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

22 cm
4-sides

D 40 dry sleeping

Climate

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. H2 Item no. H3

80 x 200 03 897 033 245 03 897 034 245

90 x 190 03 897 033 128 03 897 034 128

90 x 200 03 897 033 159 03 897 034 159

100 x 200 03 897 033 132 03 897 034 132

120 x 200 03 897 033 134 03 897 034 134

140 x 200 03 897 033 143 03 897 034 143

160 x 200 03 897 033 150 03 897 034 150

180 x 200 03 897 033 152 03 897 034 152

200 x 200 03 897 033 154 03 897 034 154

ROM KS

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



ROM TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

ROM TTFK



17ROM TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

ROM TTFK IS A HIGH-QUALITY BARREL POCKET SPRING 
CORE MATTRESS WITH 7 ERGONOMIC LYING ZONES. The 
surface is designed with a soft comfort top layer made of breathable 
cold foam which pleasantly absorbs the contours of the body with 
its point-elastic structure. The high-quality barrel pocket spring 
core offers excellent support for the body. Mattresses with barrel 
pocket springs ensure extremely good ventilation and provide an 
excellent dry sleeping climate.

The traditional all-round mattress cover is fitted with looped 
handles, making it easier to turn the mattress.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus ROM TTFK mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone barrel pocket spring core 
mattress

  Excellent mattress ventilation for a 
healthy and dry sleeping climate

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 looped handles make it easier to 
turn the mattress

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

ROM TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Excellent ventilation

  While you sleep, the movements of your body 
activate ventilation in the core of the mattress, 
ensuring a dry and healthy sleep climate

Barrel pocket spring core

  The cold foam comfort top layer lets the body sink in gently and 

relieves pressure

  Good body support from the barrel pocket spring core base

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE       

ROM TTFK

Barrel pocket springs

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

THE  
COVER

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

Looped handles Removable coverTop of cover

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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ROM TTFK 
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane,  

quilted with 400 g/m2 climate fibre

 approx. 18 cm high 500 barrel pocket spring core (360 springs 

for 90 x 200 cm) with 7 ergonomic lying zones, comfort top layer 

made of cold foam (D 40) on both sides

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 22 cm

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

22 cm
4-sides

TTFK 500 dry sleeping

Climate

ROM TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 cm 03 897 030 245 03 897 031 245 03 897 032 245

90 x 190 cm 03 897 030 128 03 897 031 128 03 897 032 128

90 x 200 cm 03 897 030 159 03 897 031 159 03 897 032 159

100 x 200 cm 03 897 030 132 03 897 031 132 03 897 032 132

120 x 200 cm 03 897 030 134 03 897 031 134 03 897 032 134

140 x 200 cm 03 897 030 143 03 897 031 143 03 897 032 143

160 x 200 cm 03 897 030 150 03 897 031 150 03 897 032 150

180 x 200 cm 03 897 030 152 03 897 031 152 03 897 032 152

200 x 200 cm 03 897 030 154 03 897 031 154 03 897 032 154

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

ROM TTFK

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



BARI KS

BARI KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS



21BARI KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

The BARI KS is a high-quality 7-zone cold foam mattress. The 
surface of the soft, point-elastic cold foam core features an 
elaborate 3D prism cut which ensures excellent pressure relief 
in every lying position. The special cut technology allows your 
shoulders to sink in deeply when lying on your side and the core 
base provides optimum support of the pelvic area.

The mattress cover has a high-quality side cover with handles for 
turning that are sewn on flat so that they do not stick out under 
fitted sheets.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus BARI KS mattresses are made exclusively in Germany 
and stand for premium brand quality.

BARI KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

 7-zone cold foam mattress 

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 flat stitched-on straps make it easier 
to turn the mattress and do not stick 
out under fitted sheets

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Recessed comfort zone for the shoulders

  Lets your shoulder sink in comfortably and relieves pressure when lying on your side

 Recommended for wide shoulders

3D prism-cut technology

 Pressure-relieving surface allows body to gently sink in

 Good body support from the core base

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

BARI KS

      

THE  
COVER

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

Cover with zip on 4 sides

   Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

Looped handles Removable coverTop of cover

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane,  

quilted with 400 g/m2 climate fibre

approx. 18 cm high cold foam core (D 55) with 7 lying zones in 3D 

prism cut technology with a special comfort zone for the shoulders

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 22 cm

BARI KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

22 cm
4-sides

D 55 dry sleeping

Climate

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 cm 03 898 580 245 03 898 581 245 03 898 582 245

90 x 190 cm 03 898 580 128 03 898 581 128 03 898 582 128

90 x 200 cm 03 898 580 159 03 898 581 159 03 898 582 159

100 x 200 cm 03 898 580 132 03 898 581 132 03 898 582 132

120 x 200 cm 03 898 580 134 03 898 581 134 03 898 582 134

140 x 200 cm 03 898 580 143 03 898 581 143 03 898 582 143

160 x 200 cm 03 898 580 150 03 898 581 150 03 898 582 150

180 x 200 cm 03 898 580 152 03 898 581 152 03 898 582 152

200 x 200 cm 03 898 580 154 03 898 581 154 03 898 582 154

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

BARI KS

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



GENUA KS

GENUA KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS



25GENUA KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

The GENUA KS is a high-quality 7-zone cold foam mattress with 
two different sides for optimum sleeping comfort. The point-elastic 
cold foam core features 3D cube cut technology and has an 
additional extra-soft, Soft-Therm top layer on one side. 

The shoulder area is gently recessed with a core cut design. It softly 
cradles your shoulder, ensuring excellent pressure relief in this area. 
The pelvic area sinks in gently, receiving optimum support from 
the core base.

The traditional all-round mattress cover is fitted with looped 
handles, making it easier to turn the mattress. The grey climate 
band on all sides of the mattress not only gives it a classy accent 
but also promotes ventilation, activated by the body’s movements, 
for a dry sleeping climate.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus GENUA KS mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone cold foam mattress with two 
different sides for sleeping comfort—
2-in-1 mattress

  Recessed shoulder zone

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 looped handles make it easier to 
turn the mattress

  Climate band promotes air circulation 
and a dry sleeping climate

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

GENUA KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Recessed comfort zone for the shoulders

  Lets your shoulder sink in comfortably and relieves pressure when lying on your side

Soft-Therm top layer

 Extra-soft comfort side

 Good ventilation

3D cube cut technology

  Pressure-relieving surface allows body to gently sink in

 Good body support from the core base

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

GENUA KS

      

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

All-round climate band

  For tangible mattress ventilation  

activated by the body’s movements

Removable cover with  
climate band and two zips

Looped handles Top of cover Soft-Therm foam

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane,  

quilted with 400 g/m2 climate fibre

approx. 16 cm high 7-zone cold foam core (D 55) in 3D cube cut 

technology with approx. 4 cm high Soft-Therm top layer (D 55), 

overall core height approx. 20 cm

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 24 cm

GENUA KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

24 cm
4-sides

D 55 dry sleeping

Climate

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. H2 Item no. H3

80 x 200 03 897 037 245 03 897 038 245

90 x 190 03 897 037 128 03 897 038 128

90 x 200 03 897 037 159 03 897 038 159

100 x 200 03 897 037 132 03 897 038 132

120 x 200 03 897 037 134 03 897 038 134

140 x 200 03 897 037 143 03 897 038 143

160 x 200 03 897 037 150 03 897 038 150

180 x 200 03 897 037 152 03 897 038 152

200 x 200 03 897 037 154 03 897 038 154

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

GENUA KS

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



GENUA TTFK

GENUA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS



29GENUA TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

The GENUA TTFK is a high-quality 7-zone barrel pocket spring 
core mattress with a Rhombo-therm top layer made of extra-soft 
foam on both sides. The wonderfully soft surface lets your body 
gently sink into the mattress. Thanks to the progressive layering of 
the mattress, your body receives excellent support from the high-
quality barrel pocket spring core. Mattresses with barrel pocket 
springs also ensure very good ventilation and an excellent dry 
sleeping climate. The mattress also offers additional support when 
sitting on the edge thanks to the reinforced edge support, which 
can also make it easier to get up from a sitting position.

The traditional all-round mattress cover is fitted with looped 
handles, making it easier to turn the mattress. The grey climate 
band on all sides of the mattress not only gives it a classy accent 
but also promotes ventilation, activated by the body’s movements, 
for a dry sleeping climate.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus GENUA TTFK mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone barrel pocket spring core 
mattress with pleasantly soft Rhombo-
therm top layer and reinforced edge 
support

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 looped handles make it easier to 
turn the mattress

  Climate band promotes air circulation 
and a dry sleeping climate

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

GENUA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Barrel pocket spring core

  Rhombo-therm top layer made of ultra soft foam allows the body  

to sink in very gently while providing significant pressure relief

 Good body support from the barrel pocket spring core base

Rhombo-therm top layer

  Supports good ventilation  

of the mattress

Reinforced edge support

  Provides sturdy support when 

sitting on the edge of the mattress

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

GENUA TTFK

      

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

All-round climate band

  For tangible mattress ventilation  

activated by the body’s movements

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

Looped handles Top of cover
Removable cover with  

climate band and two zips

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 



31GENUA TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane,  

quilted with 400 g/m2 climate fibre

approx. 20 cm high 500 barrel pocket spring core (360 springs for 

90 x 200 cm) with 7 ergonomic lying zones, with ultra soft Rhombo-

therm® top layer (D 40) on both sides and reinforced edge support

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 24 cm

GENUA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. H2 Item no. H3

80 x 200 03 897 035 245 03 897 036 245

90 x 190 03 897 035 128 03 897 036 128

90 x 200 03 897 035 159 03 897 036 159

100 x 200 03 897 035 132 03 897 036 132

120 x 200 03 897 035 134 03 897 036 134

140 x 200 03 897 035 143 03 897 036 143

160 x 200 03 897 035 150 03 897 036 150

180 x 200 03 897 035 152 03 897 036 152

200 x 200 03 897 035 154 03 897 036 154

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

24 cm
4-sides

TTFK 500 dry sleeping

Climate

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

GENUA TTFK

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



MALAGA KS

MALAGA KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS



33MALAGA KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

The MALAGA KS is a high-quality 7-zone cold foam mattress 
with two different sides for optimum sleeping comfort. The point-
elastic cold foam core features 3D cube cut technology and has 
an additional Rhombo-therm top layer made of gel-infused foam 
material on one side. Gel-infused foam is a very fine-pore, ultra 
soft cold foam with a tangibly high level of elasticity which ensures 
dreamlike, pressure-relieving sleeping comfort. 

The base core design has a gently recessed shoulder area. It softly 
cradles your shoulder, ensuring excellent pressure relief in this area. 
The pelvic area sinks in gently, receiving optimum support from 
the core base.

The extremely flexible mattress cover is made as an all-round cover 
with looped handles that make it easier to turn the mattress. The 
grey climate band on all sides of the mattress not only gives a classy 
accent but also promotes ventilation of the mattress, ensuring a 
dry sleeping climate. Every movement of the body causes air to 
circulate in the core of the mattress, helping to wick away moisture 
and dissipate heat.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus MALAGA KS mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone cold foam mattress with two 
different sides for optimum sleeping 
comfort—2-in-1 mattress

  Recessed shoulder zone

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 looped handles make it easier to 
turn the mattress

  Climate band promotes air circulation 
and a dry sleeping climate

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

MALAGA KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Unquilted top 

  Extremely comfortable, flexible  

and specifically designed for the  

soft comfort side of the core

Recessed comfort zone for the shoulders

  Lets your shoulder sink in comfortably and 

relieves pressure when lying on your side

Gel-infused top layer

 Extra-soft comfort side

  Good ventilation thanks to  

Rhombo-therm press-cut pattern

3D cube cut technology

  Pressure-relieving surface  

allows body to gently sink in

 Good body support from the core base

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE  

MATTRESS 
CORE

MALAGA KS

      

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

  Cover with two different sides for sleeping

All-round climate band

  For tangible mattress ventilation  

activated by the body’s movements

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

Top of cover, unquilted

Underside of cover, quilted

Side elements,  

climate band, looped handles

Removable cover

Ultra soft gel-infused top layer

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 



35MALAGA KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

Top layer  97% polyester, 3% elastane

Bottom layer   65% polyester, 35% viscose— 

quilted with 300 g/m² climate fibre

approx. 16 cm high core base made of cold foam (D 55) in 3D cube 

cut technology with approx. 6 cm high gel-infused top layer (D 40) 

with Rhombo-therm® press-cut pattern, overall core height approx. 

22 cm

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 24 cm

MALAGA KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

24 cm
4-sides

D 55 dry sleeping

Climate

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 cm 03 897 222 245 03 897 223 245 03 898 780 245

90 x 190 cm 03 897 222 128 03 897 223 128 03 898 780 128

90 x 200 cm 03 897 222 159 03 897 223 159 03 898 780 159

100 x 200 cm 03 897 222 132 03 897 223 132 03 898 780 132

120 x 200 cm 03 897 222 134 03 897 223 134 03 898 780 134

140 x 200 cm 03 897 222 143 03 897 223 143 03 898 780 143

160 x 200 cm 03 897 222 150 03 897 223 150 03 898 780 150

180 x 200 cm 03 897 222 152 03 897 223 152 03 898 780 152

200 x 200 cm 03 897 222 154 03 897 223 154 03 898 780 154

MALAGA KS

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



MALAGA TTFK

MALAGA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS



37MALAGA TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

The MALAGA TTFK is a high-quality 7-zone barrel pocket spring 
core mattress designed as a 2-in-1 mattress, offering two different 
sides for optimum sleeping comfort. The much softer side of the 
mattress has a Rhombo-therm top layer made of gel-infused foam 
material. Gel-infused foam is a very fine-pore, ultra soft cold foam 
with a tangibly high level of elasticity which ensures dreamlike, 
pressure-relieving sleeping comfort. 

The extremely flexible mattress cover is made as an all-round 
cover with looped handles that make it easier to turn the mattress. 
The grey climate band on all sides of the mattress gives it a classy 
accent and promotes ventilation within the mattress, ensuring a 
dry sleeping climate. Every movement of the body causes air to 
circulate in the core of the mattress, helping to wick away moisture 
and dissipate heat. 

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus MALAGA TTFK mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone barrel pocket spring core 
mattress designed as a 2-in-1 mattress 
with a pleasantly soft Rhombo-therm 
top layer made of gel-infused foam 
material

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 looped handles make it easier to 
turn the mattress

  Climate band promotes air circulation 
and a dry sleeping climate

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

MALAGA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Barrel pocket spring core

 Good body support from the barrel pocket spring core base

Reinforced edge support

  Provides sturdy support when 

sitting on the edge of the mattress

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

MALAGA TTFK

      

Gel-infused top layer

 Extra-soft comfort side

  Good ventilation thanks to Rhombo-therm  

press-cut pattern

Top of cover, unquilted

Underside of cover, quilted

Side elements,  

climate band, looped handles

Removable cover

Ultra soft gel-infused top layer

Unquilted top 

  Extremely comfortable, flexible and 

specifically designed for the soft  

comfort side of the core

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

  Cover with two different sides for sleeping

All-round climate band

  For tangible mattress ventilation  

activated by the body’s movements

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 



39MALAGA TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

MALAGA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

Top layer  97% polyester, 3% elastane

Bottom layer   65% polyester, 35% viscose— 

quilted with 300 g/m² climate fibre

approx. 22 cm high 1000 barrel pocket spring core (688 springs 

for 90 x 200 cm) with 7 ergonomic lying zones, with approx. 6 cm 

high gel-infused top layer (D 40) on one side

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 24 cm

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

24 cm
4-sides

TTFK 1000 dry sleeping

Climate

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 cm 03 897 890 245 03 897 891 245 03 897 892 245

90 x 190 cm 03 897 890 128 03 897 891 128 03 897 892 128

90 x 200 cm 03 897 890 159 03 897 891 159 03 897 892 159

100 x 200 cm 03 897 890 132 03 897 891 132 03 897 892 132

120 x 200 cm 03 897 890 134 03 897 891 134 03 897 892 134

140 x 200 cm 03 897 890 143 03 897 891 143 03 897 892 143

160 x 200 cm 03 897 890 150 03 897 891 150 03 897 892 150

180 x 200 cm 03 897 890 152 03 897 891 152 03 897 892 152

200 x 200 cm 03 897 890 154 03 897 891 154 03 897 892 154

MALAGA TTFK

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



MARSEILLE KS

MARSEILLE KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS



41MARSEILLE KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

The MARSEILLE KS is a high-quality, point-elastic 7-zone cold 
foam mattress with a soft shoulder zone. The surface is lightly 
contoured due to slat-cut technology and comfortably cushions 
the body. The material recesses in the shoulder area allow your 
shoulder to sink in very softly. The 4 core inserts, made of firm 
foam material, in the pelvic area of the mattress give this part of the 
body significant support.

The traditional all-round mattress cover is fitted with looped 
handles, making it easier to turn the mattress. The grey climate 
band on all sides of the mattress not only gives it a classy accent 
but also promotes ventilation, activated by the body’s movements, 
for a dry sleeping climate.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus MARSEILLE KS mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone cold foam mattress 

  Soft area for the shoulders and 
support function for the centre of the 
body

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 looped handles make it easier to 
turn the mattress

  Climate band promotes air circulation 
and a dry sleeping climate

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

MARSEILLE KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Reinforced core centre

  Support function for the centre of the body 

thanks to insert made of firm material

Soft core centre

  Soft shoulder area through 

material recesses

Slat-cut technology

  Surface lets the body gently sink in

  Deeper shoulder area recess

THE  
7-ZONE  

MATTRESS 
CORE

MARSEILLE KS

      

THE  
COVER

Looped handles

 Facilitate turning

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

All-round climate band

  For tangible mattress ventilation  

activated by the body’s movements

Top of coverLooped handles
Removable cover with  

climate band and two zips

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 



43MARSEILLE KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5 % polyester, 45 % Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5 % elastane,  

quilted with 400 g/m2 climate fibre

approx. 20 cm high 7-zone cold foam core (D 55) with 4 core 

inserts to support the pelvic area and 3 recesses in the shoulder 

zone for special softness in this area

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 24 cm

MARSEILLE KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

24 cm
4-sides

D 55 dry sleeping

Climate

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 cm 03 897 043 245 03 897 044 245 03 897 045 245

90 x 190 cm 03 897 043 128 03 897 044 128 03 897 045 128

90 x 200 cm 03 897 043 159 03 897 044 159 03 897 045 159

100 x 200 cm 03 897 043 132 03 897 044 132 03 897 045 132

120 x 200 cm 03 897 043 134 03 897 044 134 03 897 045 134

140 x 200 cm 03 897 043 143 03 897 044 143 03 897 045 143

160 x 200 cm 03 897 043 150 03 897 044 150 03 897 045 150

180 x 200 cm 03 897 043 152 03 897 044 152 03 897 045 152

200 x 200 cm 03 897 043 154 03 897 044 154 03 897 045 154

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

MARSEILLE KS

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



VALENCIA TTFK

VALENCIA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS



45VALENCIA TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

The VALENCIA TTFK mattress is a 7-zone barrel pocket spring 
core mattress with an extremely high level of comfort and quality 
features. This mattress optimally combines the comfort properties 
of pocket spring core and cold foam materials. The extremely good 
point-elastic barrel pocket spring core is fitted with a comfort top 
layer made of high-class cold foam with micro 3D cut technology 
on both sides. The extremely flexible barrel pocket springs provide 
great point-elasticity while perfectly supporting the body. This is 
sleeping comfort par excellence!

The mattress cover has a high-quality side cover with handles for 
turning that are sewn on flat so that they do not stick out under 
fitted sheets. On side covers, the sides are reinforced with special 
quilting. This is not only visually attractive, but is also advantageous 
when two mattresses of this type are used on a double bed. The 
gap between the mattresses (sometimes referred to as the “visitor’s 
gap”) is significantly reduced.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus VALENCIA TTFK mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  High-quality 7-zone barrel pocket 
spring core mattress with top-class 
cold foam top layer

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 flat stitched-on straps make it easier 
to turn the mattress and do not stick 
out under fitted sheets

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

VALENCIA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



High-quality barrel pocket spring core

 Extremely high point-elasticity thanks to the 1000 barrel pocket spring core

 Extremely good body support from the barrel pocket spring core base

First class cold foam top layers

  With micro 3D prism cut and 7 ergonomic lying zones

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

VALENCIA TTFK

      

Cold foam top layers in  
3D prism cut technology

High-quality side cover

 Elaborate finishing

 Accentuates the cubic shape

Flat straps 

 Facilitate turning

 Do not stick out beneath sheets

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

Top of coverStrap

Removable cover

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 



47VALENCIA TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

VALENCIA TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane, quilted 

with 200 g/m2 climate fibre and 10 mm comfort foam padding

approx. 22 cm high 1000 barrel pocket spring core (688 springs 

for 90 x 200 cm) with 7 ergonomic zones, with approx. 5 cm high 

top quality comfort top layer made of cold foam (D 55) with micro 

3D prism cut technology

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 26 cm

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 cm 03 897 046 245 03 897 047 245 03 897 048 245

90 x 190 cm 03 897 046 128 03 897 047 128 03 897 048 128

90 x 200 cm 03 897 046 159 03 897 047 159 03 897 048 159

100 x 200 cm 03 897 046 132 03 897 047 132 03 897 048 132

120 x 200 cm 03 897 046 134 03 897 047 134 03 897 048 134

140 x 200 cm 03 897 046 143 03 897 047 143 03 897 048 143

160 x 200 cm 03 897 046 150 03 897 047 150 03 897 048 150

180 x 200 cm 03 897 046 152 03 897 047 152 03 897 048 152

200 x 200 cm 03 897 046 154 03 897 047 154 03 897 048 154

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

26 cm
4-sides

TTFK 1000 dry sleeping

Climate

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

VALENCIA TTFK

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



NEAPEL KS

NEAPEL KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS



49NEAPEL KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

The NEAPEL KS is a high-quality cold foam mattress with  
7 ergonomic lying zones and an especially soft zone for the 
shoulders. To ensure this softness, super soft tubes made from high-
quality cold foam have been embedded into the shoulder area. The 
entire core of the mattress is elaborately finished and equipped 
on both sides with high point-elasticity Rhombo-therm® top layers 
made of cold foam. 

The mattress cover has a high-quality side cover with handles for 
turning that are sewn on flat so that they do not stick out under 
fitted sheets. On side covers, the sides are reinforced with special 
quilting. This is not only visually attractive, but is also advantageous 
when two mattresses of this type are used on a double bed. The 
gap between the mattresses (sometimes referred to as the “visitor’s 
gap”) is significantly reduced.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus NEAPEL KS mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone cold foam mattress with high 
point elasticity Rhombo-therm top 
layers

  Recessed shoulder zone

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 flat stitched-on straps make it easier 
to turn the mattress and do not stick 
out under fitted sheets

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

NEAPEL KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Rhombo-therm top layer

  Extra-soft comfort side

  Good ventilation

Flat straps 

 Facilitate turning

 Do not stick out beneath sheets

Recessed comfort zone for the shoulders

  Super-soft tubes made of cold foam allow your shoulder  

to sink in deeply when lying on your side

Core cut technology

  Pressure-relieving surface allows body to gently sink in

  Good body support from the core base

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE  

MATTRESS 
CORE

NEAPEL KS

      

High-quality side cover

 Elaborate finishing

 Accentuates the cubic shape

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

Rhombo-therm top layer  
made of high-quality cold foam

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 

Strap

Removable cover

Top of cover



51NEAPEL KS COLD FOAM MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane, quilted  

with 200 g/m2 climate fibre and 10 mm comfort foam padding

approx. 22 cm high cold foam core with extremely high point-

elasticity, 7 ergonomic lying zones and 172 super-soft tubes (D 55) 

in the shoulder area (for 90 x 200 cm), and with approx. 3 cm high 

Rhombo-therm® top layer made of cold foam (D 55) on both sides

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 26 cm

NEAPEL KS
THE COLD FOAM MATTRESS

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. H2 Item no. H3

80 x 200 03 897 053 245 03 897 054 245

90 x 190 03 897 053 128 03 897 054 128

90 x 200 03 897 053 159 03 897 054 159

100 x 200 03 897 053 132 03 897 054 132

120 x 200 03 897 053 134 03 897 054 134

140 x 200 03 897 053 143 03 897 054 143

160 x 200 03 897 053 150 03 897 054 150

180 x 200 03 897 053 152 03 897 054 152

200 x 200 03 897 053 154 03 897 054 154

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

26 cm
4-sides

D 55 dry sleeping

Climate

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

NEAPEL KS

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



NEAPEL TTFK

NEAPEL TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS



53NEAPEL TTFK BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

The NEAPEL TTFK mattress is a special barrel pocket spring 
core mattress with what is known as a “high-low” barrel pocket 
spring core for intensive point-elasticity and a very high level of 
comfort and quality features. The high-quality latex top layers 
gently accommodate the contours of the body and promote a dry 
sleeping climate. The extremely flexible barrel pocket springs offer 
a high level of point-elasticity and support the body with their 
7 ergonomically arranged zones. The ability of the mattress to 
dissipate heat and wick away moisture is excellent as air is allowed 
to circulate freely inside the mattress.

The mattress cover has a high-quality side cover with handles for 
turning that are sewn on flat so that they do not stick out under 
fitted sheets. On side covers, the sides are reinforced with special 
quilting. This is not only visually attractive, but is also advantageous 
when two mattresses of this type are used on a double bed. The 
gap between the mattresses (sometimes referred to as the “visitor’s 
gap”) is significantly reduced.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus NEAPEL TTFK mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  High-quality 7-zone barrel pocket 
spring core mattress with top-class 
cold foam top layer

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 flat stitched-on straps make it easier 
to turn the mattress and do not stick 
out under fitted sheets

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

NEAPEL TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Latex top layer

  The latex top layer lets the body sink in gently and 

relieves pressure

Flat straps 

 Facilitate turning

 Do not stick out beneath sheets

High-low barrel pocket spring core

  The high level of point-elasticity lets the body sink in deeply

  Two-level progressive support through  

double spring structure

Reinforced edge support

  Provides sturdy support when 

sitting on the edge of the mattress

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

NEAPEL TTFK

      

High-quality side cover

 Elaborate finishing

 Accentuates the cubic shape

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

High-low barrel pocket spring core

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 

Strap

Removable cover

Top of cover
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NEAPEL TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane, quilted 

with 200 g/m2 climate fibre and 10 mm comfort foam padding

approx. 22 cm high high-low barrel pocket spring core with 

7 ergonomic lying zones and 4 cm latex top layer (D 65 – 

20% natural rubber / 80% industrially manufactured latex  

without filling) on both sides

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 26 cm

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. H2 Item no. H3

80 x 200 03 897 051 245 03 897 052 245

90 x 190 03 897 051 128 03 897 052 128

90 x 200 03 897 051 159 03 897 052 159

100 x 200 03 897 051 132 03 897 052 132

120 x 200 03 897 051 134 03 897 052 134

140 x 200 03 897 051 143 03 897 052 143

160 x 200 03 897 051 150 03 897 052 150

180 x 200 03 897 051 152 03 897 052 152

200 x 200 03 897 051 154 03 897 052 154

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

26 cm
4-sides

TTFK 1000 dry sleeping

Climate

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

NEAPEL TTFK

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



VENEDIG TTFK

VENEDIG TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS
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The VENEDIG TTFK mattress is a high-quality barrel pocket spring 
core mattress with an integrated topper for ideal, relaxing sleeping 
comfort. The highlight of the mattress is the choice of two comfort 
variants for the removable topper. Choose between a soft or a 
slightly firmer topper core.

The inner core of the mattress contains a high-quality barrel pocket 
spring core with very high point-elasticity which comfortably 
absorbs the 7 zones of the body while providing it with comfortable 
support.

The mattress cover has a high-quality side cover with handles for 
turning that are sewn on flat so that they do not stick out under 
fitted sheets. On side covers, the sides are reinforced with special 
quilting. This is not only visually attractive, but is also advantageous 
when two mattresses of this type are used on a double bed. The 
gap between the mattresses (sometimes referred to as the “visitor’s 
gap”) is significantly reduced.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus VENEDIG TTFK mattresses are made exclusively 
in Germany and stand for premium brand quality, made in 
Germany.

  7-zone barrel pocket spring core 
mattress with integrated topper for a 
selectable level of comfort

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Mattress ventilation promoted by 
climate band 

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 flat stitched-on straps make it easier 
to turn the mattress and do not stick 
out under fitted sheets

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

VENEDIG TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Flat straps 

 Facilitate turning

 Do not stick out beneath sheets

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

VENEDIG TTFK

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

High-quality side cover

 Elaborate finishing

 Accentuates the cubic shape

Top of coverStrap

Removable mattress  
and topper cover

1000 barrel pocket spring core

All-round climate band

 Intensifies horizontal ventilation

 Promotes a dry sleeping climate

      

Integrated topper with Rhombo-therm

  Available in a choice of two different comfort variants

High-quality barrel pocket spring core

  Extremely high point-elasticity thanks to the  

1000 barrel pocket spring core

 Extremely good body support from the core base

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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VENEDIG TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Topper core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane, quilted with 

200 g/m² climate fibre and 10 mm comfort foam padding, the side 

elements of the topper feature a grey climate band (100% polyester)

approx. 19 cm high 1000 barrel pocket spring core,  

cold foam top layer (D 55) on both sides  

bottom layer and side elements made of cold foam (D 55)

approx. 5 cm high core with Rhombo-therm press-cut pattern

Soft variant:   Soft-therm core (D 55)

Firmer variant:   Cold foam core (D 50)

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 28 cm

With Soft-Therm topper (soft)

With cold foam topper (slightly firmer)

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

28 cm
4-sides

TTFK 1000 dry sleeping

Climate

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 03 897 900 245 03 897 901 245 03 897 902 245

90 x 190 03 897 900 128 03 897 901 128 03 897 902 128

90 x 200 03 897 900 159 03 897 901 159 03 897 902 159

100 x 200 03 897 900 132 03 897 901 132 03 897 902 132

120 x 200 03 897 900 134 03 897 901 134 03 897 902 134

140 x 200 03 897 900 143 03 897 901 143 03 897 902 143

160 x 200 03 897 900 150 03 897 901 150 03 897 902 150

180 x 200 03 897 900 152 03 897 901 152 03 897 902 152

200 x 200 03 897 900 154 03 897 901 154 03 897 902 154

Sleeping surface* Item no. H2 Item no. H3 Item no. H4

80 x 200 03 897 910 245 03 897 911 245 03 897 912 245

90 x 190 03 897 910 128 03 897 911 128 03 897 912 128

90 x 200 03 897 910 159 03 897 911 159 03 897 912 159

100 x 200 03 897 910 132 03 897 911 132 03 897 912 132

120 x 200 03 897 910 134 03 897 911 134 03 897 912 134

140 x 200 03 897 910 143 03 897 911 143 03 897 912 143

160 x 200 03 897 910 150 03 897 911 150 03 897 912 150

180 x 200 03 897 910 152 03 897 911 152 03 897 912 152

200 x 200 03 897 910 154 03 897 911 154 03 897 912 154

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

VENEDIG TTFK

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



PALERMO TTFK

PALERMO TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS
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The PALERMO TTFK mattress is a premium barrel pocket spring 
core mattress with an all-round ventilation system. The core’s 
surface has a high-quality Soft-Therm top layer which softly 
accommodates the contours of the body while providing the 
mattress with outstanding ventilation. Inside the inner core of the 
mattress, there is a number of high quality micro barrel pocket 
springs with very high point-elasticity which outline the 7 zones 
of the body while providing it with perfect comfortable support.

The mattress cover has a high-quality side cover with handles for 
turning that are sewn on flat so that they do not stick out under 
fitted sheets. On side covers, the sides are reinforced with special 
quilting. This is not only visually attractive, but is also advantageous 
when two mattresses of this type are used on a double bed. The 
gap between the mattresses (sometimes referred to as the “visitor’s 
gap”) is significantly reduced.

The removable cover has a zip on all 4 sides. The advantage of 
this is that the cover can be separated. The top and bottom of 
the mattress cover can therefore also be washed separately at up  
to 60°C. 

Brinkhaus PALERMO TTFK mattresses are made exclusively in 
Germany and stand for premium brand quality.

  7-zone barrel pocket spring core 
mattress with intensive point-elastic 
micro barrel pocket spring core and 
Soft-Therm top layer made of the 
highest quality cold foam

  Progressive layering of the mattress—
smooth transition from a soft point-
elastic surface to greater firmness and 
support in the core

  Optimum ventilation of the core 
thanks to all-round ventilation system 

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

  Cover with zip on 4 sides, cover is 
separable—top and bottom can be 
washed separately

  4 flat stitched-on straps make it easier 
to turn the mattress and do not stick 
out under fitted sheets

  Brand-name quality, made in 
Germany

PALERMO TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



Flat straps 

 Facilitate turning

 Do not stick out beneath sheets

360-degree ventilation system

  Active exchange of air, heat and moisture through integrated  

outlet openings at the top, bottom and sides of the mattress core

THE  
COVER

THE  
7-ZONE 

MATTRESS 
CORE

PALERMO TTFK

      

2000 micro barrel pocket spring core 
diameter of springs approx. 2 cm only

Micro barrel pocket spring core

  The body sinks in deeply thanks to the  
2000 micro barrel pocket spring core with  
maximum point-elasticity

  Excellent mattress ventilation

Cover with zip on 4 sides

  Cover is separable— 

top and bottom can be washed separately

High-quality side cover

 Elaborate finishing

 Accentuates the cubic shape

Top of coverStrap

Removable cover

Rhombo-therm top layer

  Soft-Therm top layer allows the body to sink in  

very gently and provides perfect pressure relief

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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PALERMO TTFK
THE BARREL POCKET SPRING CORE MATTRESS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Core

Hygiene

Overall height

53.5% polyester, 45% Lyocell (Tencel™), 1.5% elastane, quilted 

with 200 g/m2 climate fibre + 20 mm comfort foam padding

approx. 20 cm high 2000 barrel pocket spring core with high-

quality Soft-Therm top layer and side elements with additional 

perforations made of cold foam (D 55)

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 26 cm

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. H2 Item no. H3

80 x 200 03 897 059 245 03 897 060 245

90 x 190 03 897 059 128 03 897 060 128

90 x 200 03 897 059 159 03 897 060 159

100 x 200 03 897 059 132 03 897 060 132

120 x 200 03 897 059 134 03 897 060 134

140 x 200 03 897 059 143 03 897 060 143

160 x 200 03 897 059 150 03 897 060 150

180 x 200 03 897 059 152 03 897 060 152

200 x 200 03 897 059 154 03 897 060 154

Zones

7

Cover washable

60° C
Height

26 cm
4-sides

TTFK 2000 dry sleeping

Climate

TencelTM-branded Lyocell fibres are 

produced by environmentally responsible 

manufacturing processes from the 

sustainably sourced natural raw material, 

wood. 

The unique physical properties of 

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres contribute to 

their great strength, efficient moisture 

absorption and gentleness to the skin.

www.tencel.com/de/home

PALERMO TTFK

Divided into 7 zones

 Head 

 Shoulder

 Lumbar area

 Pelvic area

 Thigh area

 Lower leg area

 Foot



TOPPERS

DT TOPPERS
PREMIUM TOPPERS
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When you want increased sleeping comfort, a topper is often the 
right choice. A topper is an additional layer placed on top of a 
mattress which makes it possible to upgrade the sleeping comfort 
of the mattress. On the one hand, a mattress topper can clearly help 
to improve the softness and point-elasticity of a mattress. If you 
suffer from rheumatism or osteoporosis, toppers can be a great 
aid for ensuring a pressure-relieving, restful sleep. On the other 
hand, a topper also helps to increase the overall height of the bed. 
This makes getting in and out of bed easier and more comfortable. 
Changing fitted sheets is also easier and less strenuous than with a 
conventional mattress. 

Toppers are also becoming increasingly popular for use in 
mobile homes or caravans to improve the sleeping quality of 
mattresses.

The range of Brinkhaus toppers offers a good and balanced variety 
that takes into account very diverse comfort preferences. All 
toppers are fitted with comfortable, removable covers which can 
be washed at up to 60°C. 

  Optimised sleeping comfort and 
additional softness for mattresses

  Provides additional point-elasticity 
and improved pressure relief

  Increases the overall height of the bed 

  Hygienic mattress protection

  Makes it easier and less strenuous to 
change fitted sheets

  Removable cover washable up  
to 60°C

DT & PREMIUM TOPPERS 
MATTRESS COVERS

BRAND-NAME QUALITY FROM 

GERMANY



DT TOPPER
MATTRESS TOPPERS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Hygiene

Overall height

Top and bottom layer:  Double fabric made of 59% polyester,  

41% cotton, quilted with 300 g/m²  

climate fibre (100% polyester)

Climate band:   all-round climate band made of  

100% polyester, all-round zip 

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 7 cm

approx. 4 cm high comfort top layer made of cold foam (D 55) 

4 cm high comfort top layer made of memory foam (D 50)

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. 

80 x 200 03 892 280 245

90 x 190 03 892 280 128

90 x 200 03 892 280 159

100 x 200 03 892 280 132

120 x 200 03 892 280 134

140 x 200 03 892 280 143

160 x 200 03 892 280 150

180 x 200 03 892 280 152

200 x 200 03 892 280 154

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. 

80 x 200 03 892 290 245

90 x 190 03 892 290 128

90 x 200 03 892 290 159

100 x 200 03 897 290 132

120 x 200 03 892 290 134

140 x 200 03 892 290 143

160 x 200 03 892 290 150

180 x 200 03 892 290 152

200 x 200 03 892 290 154

DT COLD FOAM THE TOPPER

Core

DT MEMORY FOAM THE TOPPER

Core

Cold foam

Memory foam

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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DT LATEX THE TOPPER
Core

DT SOFT-THERM THE TOPPER
Core

DT TOPPER
MATTRESS TOPPERS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Hygiene

Overall height

Top and bottom layer:  Double fabric made of 59% polyester,  

41% cotton, quilted with 300 g/m²  

climate fibre (100% polyester)

Climate band:   all-round climate band made of  

100% polyester, all-round zip 

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 7 cm

 approx. 4 cm high comfort top layer made of latex foam (D 65) 
(20% natural rubber / 80% industrially manufactured latex without 
filling) 

approx. 4 cm high comfort top layer made of Soft-Therm foam  
(D 55) with press-cut Rhombo-therm®

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. 

80 x 200 03 897 766 245

90 x 190 03 897 766 128

90 x 200 03 897 766 159

100 x 200 03 897 766 132

120 x 200 03 897 766 134

140 x 200 03 897 766 143

160 x 200 03 897 766 150

180 x 200 03 897 766 152

200 x 200 03 897 766 154

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no. 

80 x 200 03 892 310 245

90 x 190 03 892 310 128

90 x 200 03 892 310 159

100 x 200 03 892 310 132

120 x 200 03 892 310 134

140 x 200 03 892 310 143

160 x 200 03 892 310 150

180 x 200 03 892 310 152

200 x 200 03 892 310 154

DT TOPPER

Soft-Therm foam

Latex foam



PREMIUM TOPPER
MATTRESS TOPPERS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Hygiene

Overall height

Top layer:    Double fabric made of 72% polyester,  

27% viscose, 1% elastane (unquilted)

Bottom layer:   Double fabric made of 76% polyester,  

24% Lyocell (Tencel™), quilted with  

300 g/m² climate fibre (100% polyester)

Side elements:   Climate band quilted with  

200 g/m² climate fibre (100% polyester)

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 10 cm

approx. 8 cm high comfort top layer made of gel-infused foam  
(D 40) 

approx. 8 cm high comfort top layer made of cold foam (D 55) 

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no.

80 x 200 03 897 764 245

90 x 190 03 897 764 128

90 x 200 03 897 764 159

100 x 200 03 897 764 132

120 x 200 03 897 764 134

140 x 200 03 897 764 143

160 x 200 03 897 764 150

180 x 200 03 897 764 152

200 x 200 03 897 764 154

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no.

80 x 200 03 897 760 245

90 x 190 03 897 760 128

90 x 200 03 897 760 159

100 x 200 03 897 760 132

120 x 200 03 897 760 134

140 x 200 03 897 760 143

160 x 200 03 897 760 150

180 x 200 03 897 760 152

200 x 200 03 897 760 154

PREMIUM GEL-INFUSED THE TOPPER
Core

PREMIUM COLD FOAM THE TOPPER
Core

Gel-infused foam

Cold foam

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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PREMIUM GEL-INFUSED ERGO THE TOPPER
Core

PREMIUM COLD FOAM ERGO THE TOPPER
Core

PREMIUM TOPPER
MATTRESS TOPPERS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Hygiene

Overall height

Top layer:    Double fabric made of 72% polyester,  

27% viscose, 1% elastane (unquilted)

Bottom layer:   Double fabric made of 76% polyester,  

24% Lyocell (Tencel™), quilted with  

300 g/m² climate fibre (100% polyester)

Side elements:   Climate band quilted with  

200 g/m² climate fibre (100% polyester)

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 10 cm

approx. 8 cm high comfort top layer made of gel-infused foam  
(D 40) with firm cold foam insert (D 55)

approx. 8 cm high comfort top layer made of cold foam (D 55) 
with firm cold foam insert (D 55)

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no.

80 x 200 03 897 765 245

90 x 190 03 897 765 128

90 x 200 03 897 765 159

100 x 200 03 897 765 132

120 x 200 03 897 765 134

140 x 200 03 897 765 143

160 x 200 03 897 765 150

180 x 200 03 897 765 152

200 x 200 03 897 765 154

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no.

80 x 200 03 897 762 245

90 x 190 03 897 762 128

90 x 200 03 897 762 159

100 x 200 03 897 762 132

120 x 200 03 897 762 134

140 x 200 03 897 762 143

160 x 200 03 897 762 150

180 x 200 03 897 762 152

200 x 200 03 897 762 154

Gel-infused foam with firm insert 

to support the pelvic area

Cold foam with firm insert to 

support the pelvic area



DELUXE COMBI

*For prices and information on other sizes, please contact your specialist dealer. 
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DELUXE COMBI THE TOPPER
Core

DELUXE COMBI TOPPER
MATTRESS TOPPERS

FEATURES

Cover fabric

Hygiene

Overall height

Top layer:    Double fabric made of 72% polyester,  

27% viscose, 1% elastane (unquilted)

Bottom layer:   Double fabric made of 76% polyester,  

24% Lyocell (Tencel™), quilted with  

300 g/m² climate fibre (100% polyester)

Side elements:   Climate band quilted with  

200 g/m² climate fibre (100% polyester)

Removable cover washable up to 60°C

approx. 10 cm

approx. 8 cm high core made of memory foam (D 50) and  
cold foam (D 55), 4 cm each

Sleeping surface (cm)* Item no.

80 x 200 03 897 768 245

90 x 190 03 897 768 128

90 x 200 03 897 768 159

100 x 200 03 897 768 132

120 x 200 03 897 768 134

140 x 200 03 897 768 143

160 x 200 03 897 768 150

180 x 200 03 897 768 152

200 x 200 03 897 768 154

Memory foam

Cold foam



MATTRESS 
PROTECTORS

72

... make sure you get a restful night’s sleep and wake up relaxed. 

Reliably protect mattresses and sleep products with innovative products 

offering smart, comfortable solutions. Protectors reliably provide the ideal 

level of hygiene and well-being at every stage of life and discreetly con-

ceal your little secrets.
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MATTRESS PROTECTORS
COVERS, UNDERLAYS, FITTED SHEETS

MATTRESS 
PROTECTORS



ORS

MATTRESS PROTECTORS
COVERS, UNDERLAYS, FITTED SHEETS

Professional mattress protection products can reliably protect 

mattresses against moisture, keep them clean, or stop them from 

slipping out of place, for example when used to keep mattresses 

safely in position on box spring beds. 

Our varied range of mattress protectors extends from mattress 

covers and fitted sheets, which keep the sleeping surface of the 

mattress clean from above, to mattress underlays, which protect 

mattresses against wear and tear caused by the slats and/or stop 

them slipping out of place.

This range of mattress protectors can be used in all kinds of 

manners and environments. They offer a professional solution to 

various issues associated with mattress protection. 

All of the products are very easy to care for, highly durable and 

easy to use hygienically. And last but not least, they play a 

major role in extending the mattresses’ lifetime. 

The reliable way to unwind and enjoy your relaxed atmosphere!

  Mattress covers – for optimal hygienic 

protection of the mattress from above

  Mattress underlays – protect the 

underside of the mattress against 

slipping and/or wear and tear

  Fitted sheets – provide the ideal level 

of hygienic protection from the top 

and sides

BRAND- 

QUALITY FROM

GERMANY
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FREJA

Edges finished with cotton bias tape

Elastic corner straps



FREJA
MATTRESS COVER

to fit a  

mattress depth  

of up to 22 cm 

to fit a  

topper depth of  

6 cm to 14 cm

to fit a  

mattress depth of 

23 cm to 30 cm 

To fit unilateral  

split mattresses.

STANDARD

TOPPER

MAXI

SHORTENED 

ELASTICATED STRAPS

EXTENDED 

ELASTICATED STRAPS

FOR SPLIT-

MATTRESSES

Suitable for every need

No two bed structures are the same. 

For that reason, this cover is 

available for different mattress 

depths: 

COVERS AND FITTED SHEETS

SPLIT COVERS
for double beds with separately 

adjustable head ends

  Keeps the mattress clean

   Healthy, pleasant sleeping 

environment 

  Moisture-regulating 

  Stays perfectly in place thanks to 

elastic corner straps

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS FEATURES

Design

Material

Finish

Weight per unit area

Care

Double-face cotton with kalmuck weave,  

brushed on both sides, Sanforised, off-white

100 % cotton

Edges fully finished with cotton bias tape,  

four elastic corner straps sewn on

approx. 420 g/m²

2 o s b U

The following product versions are available upon request:

 Topper – to fit a topper depth of 6 cm to 14 cm 

 Maxi – to fit a mattress depth of 23 cm to 30 cm

 Split covers

 Extra-long versions

Cover

Item | Item no. Size (cm)*

CHILDREN’S MATTRESSES – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 8 CM

03 420 312 239  60 x 120

03 420 312 125  70 x 140

STANDARD – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 22 CM

03 420 312 126  80 x 190

03 420 312 245  80 x 200

03 420 312 128  90 x 190

03 420 312 159  90 x 200

03 420 312 203  90 x 220

03 420 312 131 100 x 190

03 420 312 132 100 x 200

03 420 312 210 100 x 220

03 420 312 134 120 x 200

03 420 312 143 140 x 200

03 420 312 150 160 x 200

03 420 312 152 180 x 200

03 420 312 154 200 x 200
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ELOA

Surface structure

Elastic corner straps



ELOA
MATTRESS COVER WITH ELASTANE

to fit a  

mattress depth  

of up to 22 cm 

to fit a  

topper depth of  

6 cm to 14 cm

to fit a  

mattress depth of 

23 cm to 30 cm 

To fit unilateral  

split mattresses.

STANDARD

TOPPER

MAXI

SHORTENED 

ELASTICATED STRAPS

EXTENDED 

ELASTICATED STRAPS

FOR SPLIT-

MATTRESSES

Suitable for every need

No two bed structures are the same. 

For that reason, this cover is 

available for different mattress 

depths: 

COVERS AND FITTED SHEETS

Item | Item no. Size (cm)*

STANDARD – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 22 CM

03 420 313 126  80 x 190

03 420 313 245  80 x 200

03 420 313 128  90 x 190

03 420 313 159  90 x 200

03 420 313 203  90 x 220

03 420 313 132 100 x 200

03 420 313 313 100 x 220

03 420 313 134 120 x 200

03 420 313 143 140 x 200

03 420 313 150 160 x 200

03 420 313 152 180 x 200

03 420 313 154 200 x 200

SPLIT COVERS
for double beds with separately 

adjustable head ends

   Adapts exceptionally well to the 

mattress and the sleeper’s body 

thanks to elastane 

   Keeps the mattress clean 

   Healthy, pleasant sleeping 

environment 

 Ideal moisture-wicking properties 

  Stays perfectly in place thanks to 

elastic corner straps

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS FEATURES

Design

Material

Finish

Weight per unit area

Care

Composite fabric with elastane

58 % polyester, 40 % cotton, 2 % elastane

Edges fully finished with cotton bias tape,  

four elastic corner straps sewn on

approx. 320 g/m²

4 o s n U

The following product versions are available upon request:

 Topper – to fit a topper depth of 6 cm to 14 cm 

 Maxi – to fit a mattress depth of 23 cm to 30 cm

 Split covers

 Extra-long versions

Cover
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MARNIE

Elastic corner strapsMoisture-resistant



MARNIE
MATTRESS COVER  

MOISTURE-RESISTANT (SANDWICH STRUCTURE)

to fit a  

mattress depth  

of up to 22 cm 

to fit a  

topper depth of  

6 cm to 14 cm

to fit a  

mattress depth of 

23 cm to 30 cm 

STANDARD

TOPPER

MAXI

SHORTENED 

ELASTICATED STRAPS

EXTENDED 

ELASTICATED STRAPS

Suitable for every need

No two bed structures are the same. 

For that reason, this cover is 

available for different mattress 

depths: 

COVERS AND FITTED SHEETS

  Waterproof and urine-resistant 

   Keeps the mattress clean 

  Healthy, pleasant sleeping 

environment 

  Breathable 

   Stays perfectly in place thanks to 

elastic corner straps

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS FEATURES

Design

Material

Finish

Weight per unit area

Care

Cotton fabric, brushed on both sides, bleached  
Middle layer: waterproof barrier

100 % cotton with polyurethane coating

Fully edged with overlock seam,  

four elastic corner straps sewn on

approx. 350 g/m²

2 o s n U

The following product versions are available upon request:

 Topper – to fit a topper depth of 6 cm to 14 cm 

 Maxi – to fit a mattress depth of 23 cm to 30 cm

 Extra-long versions

Cover

Item | Item no. Size (cm)*

CHILDREN’S MATTRESSES – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 8 CM

03 420 314 239  60 x 120

03 420 314 125  70 x 140

STANDARD – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 22 CM

03 420 314 126  80 x 190

03 420 314 245  80 x 200

03 420 314 128  90 x 190

03 420 314 159  90 x 200

03 420 314 203  90 x 220

03 420 314 131 100 x 190

03 420 314 132 100 x 200

03 420 314 210 100 x 220

03 420 314 134 120 x 200

03 420 314 143 140 x 200

03 420 314 150 160 x 200

03 420 314 152 180 x 200

03 420 314 154 200 x 200

BED INLAY

03 420 320 111  50 x 90

03 420 320 311  75 x 150

03 420 320 283  90 x 150

03 420 320 306  100 x 150

No other sizes available. 
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TAWA

Studded non-slip layer on underside

Needle-felt upper side



Item | Item no. Size (cm)*

STANDARD – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 22 CM

03 420 311 239  60 x 120   

03 420 311 125  70 x 140  

03 420 311 126  80 x 190   

03 420 311 245  80 x 200   

03 420 311 128  90 x 190   

03 420 311 159  90 x 200   

03 420 311 203  90 x 220   

03 420 311 131 100 x 190   

03 420 311 132 100 x 200   

03 420 311 210 100 x 220   

03 420 311 134 120 x 200  

03 420 311 143 140 x 200  

03 420 311 150 160 x 200  

03 420 311 152 180 x 200  

03 420 311 154 200 x 200  

TAWA
MATTRESS UNDERLAY 
STUDDED PROTECTOR

  Optimal mattress protection 

  Layer with mineral studding offers 

as much aeration as possible to 

prevent the formation of mould 

spots 

  Excellent non-slip properties 

  Helps avoid wear and tear 

  Keeps the mattress clean

  Recommended to allergy sufferers 

PRODUCT 

CHARACTERISTICS FEATURES

Design

Material

Finish

Weight per unit area

Care

Thermoset needle-felt with studded layer

100 % polyester, coating: mineral studding

Fully edged with fabric tape

approx. 400 g/m²

4 o s m U

The following product versions are available upon request:

 Extra-long versions

Underlay
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LITA

Non-slip layer on underside Elastic corner straps

Use as a mattress underlay Use as a mattress cover



Item | Item no. Size (cm)*

STANDARD – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 22 CM

03 420 315 126  80 x 190  

03 420 315 245  80 x 200  

03 420 315 159  90 x 200   

03 420 315 203  90 x 220  

03 420 315 132 100 x 200  

03 420 315 210 100 x 220   

03 420 315 134 120 x 200  

03 420 315 143 140 x 200   

03 420 315 150 160 x 200  

03 420 315 152 180 x 200   

03 420 315 154 200 x 200  

No other sizes available.

LITA
MATTRESS UNDERLAY/COVER

    Can be used as a mattress cover 

or an underlay 

     Non-slip 

    Keeps the mattress clean 

     For a healthy, dry, very well  

aerated sleeping environment – 

perfect for sweaty sleepers 

    Adapts flexibly to the shape of 

the body and mattress with a fast 

recovery time 

    Low level of cushioning

    Stays perfectly in place thanks to 

elastic corner straps 

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS FEATURES

Design

Material

Finish

Weight per unit area

Care

3D spacer fabric with non-slip coating

100 % polyester, coating: non-slip

 Fully edged with fabric tape,  

four elastic corner straps sewn on

approx. 320 g/m²

4 o s m U

CoverUnderlay
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SANJA

Brushed terry knit fabricFitted sheet, fully elastic edge



Item | Item no. Size (cm)*

STANDARD – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 22 CM

03 420 316 297 90/ 100 x 200  

03 420 316 203 90/ 100 x 220   

03 420 316 306 120/ 140 x 200   

03 420 316 150 160/ 180 x 200   

03 420 316 154 200 x 200  

TOPPER – TO FIT TOPPER DEPTHS OF 6 CM TO 14 CM

03 420 317 159  90 x 200   

03 420 317 203  90 x 220   

03 420 317 132 100 x 200   

03 420 317 210 100 x 220   

03 420 317 134 120 x 200   

03 420 317 143 140 x 200   

03 420 317 150 160 x 200   

03 420 317 152 180 x 200   

03 420 317 154 200 x 200   

MAXI – TO FIT MATTRESS DEPTHS OF 23 CM TO 30 CM

03 420 318 159  90 x 200   

03 420 318 203  90 x 220   

03 420 318 132 100 x 200   

03 420 318 210 100 x 220   

03 420 318 134 120 x 200   

03 420 318 143 140 x 200   

03 420 318 150 160 x 200   

03 420 318 152 180 x 200   

03 420 318 154 200 x 200  

SANJA
FITTED SHEET FOR MATTRESS

to fit a  

mattress depth  

of up to 22 cm 

to fit a  

topper depth of  

6 cm to 14 cm

to fit a  

mattress depth of 

23 cm to 30 cm 

To fit unilateral  

split mattresses.

STANDARD

TOPPER

MAXI

FOR SPLIT-

MATTRESSES

Suitable for every need

No two bed structures are the same. 

For that reason, this fitted sheet is 

available for different depths: 

COVERS AND FITTED SHEETS

SPLIT COVERS
for double beds with separately 

adjustable head ends

 Adapts outstandingly to the mattress   

and the sleeper’s body 

 Keeps the mattress clean (sleeping 

surface and sides) 

 Healthy, pleasant sleeping 

environment 

  Moisture-regulating 

 Stays perfectly in place thanks to 

fully elastic edges

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS FEATURES

Design

Material

Finish

Weight per unit area

Care

Terry knit fabric, brushed on one side, bleached

80 % cotton, 20 % polyester

Fitted sheet, fully elastic edge

approx. 180 g/m²

2 o s n U

The following product versions are available upon request:

 Split covers

 Extra-long versions

Fitted sheet
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HILKA

Moisture-resistant barrier on inside

Moisture-resistant



Item | Item no. Size (cm)*

STANDARD – TO FIT A MATTRESS DEPTH OF UP TO 22 CM

03 420 319 245  80 x 200   

03 420 319 128  90 x 190   

03 420 319 159  90 x 200   

03 420 319 203  90 x 220   

03 420 319 132 100 x 200   

03 420 319 210 100 x 220   

03 420 319 134 120 x 200   

03 420 319 143 140 x 200   

03 420 319 150 160 x 200   

03 420 319 152 180 x 200   

03 420 319 154 200 x 200   

HILKA
MOISTURE-RESISTANT FITTED SHEET 

FOR MATTRESS

to fit a  

mattress depth  

of up to 22 cm 

to fit a  

mattress depth of 

23 cm to 30 cm 

STANDARD

MAXI

Suitable for every need

No two bed structures are the same. 

For that reason, this fitted sheet is 

available for different depths: 

COVERS AND FITTED SHEETS

  Sleeping surface: Waterproof and 

urine-resistant 

  Breathable 

  Keeps the mattress (sleeping surface 

and sides) clean 

  Healthy, pleasant sleeping 

environment 

  Stays perfectly in place thanks to 

fully elastic edges

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS FEATURES

Design

Material

Finish

Weight per unit area

Care

Molleton fabric, brushed, with waterproof barrier, with 

single jersey, bleached

100 % cotton with polyurethane coating

Sleeping surface: molleton fabric with waterproof layer  

Sheet material: single jersey with fully elastic edge

 Molleton fabric: approx. 230 g/m² 

Single jersey: approx. 120 g/m²

2 o s n U

The following product versions are available upon request:

 Maxi – to fit a mattress depth of 23 cm to 30 cm

 Extra-long versions

Fitted sheet
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OTHER COLLECTIONS

BOX SPRING BEDS

UPHOLSTERED BED  

MATTRESSES  

AND TOPPERS

DUVETS

PILLOWS

INNOVATIVE  SLEEPING SOLUTIONS 

S INCE 1847



BRINKHAUS GMBH

Vennweg 22

46395 Bocholt

Germany

TEL. + 49 2871 21970 - 0

FAX + 49 2871 21970 - 29

info@brinkhaus.de

www.brinkhaus.de
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